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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

"Our Year 12 cohort join
generations of Monte women
who, through their integrity
and purposeful action, have
made an integral contribution
to the betterment of our
College and their world."

Dear Parents and Friends of Monte,
I wish all our families a welcome return to Monte. What a
pleasure it is to hear the conversations, connections and
collaboration of our young women as we commence another
term of consummate teaching and spirited learning.
Throughout their time at Monte, it becomes unmistakably clear
that our girls quickly discern that whatever future position they
are to construct in society, the benchmark for their decisionmaking should unfailingly embody their core values of Mercy,
justice, human dignity, compassion and care for the poor.
We welcome home our Timor-Leste immersion students and
our scientists from the NASA Science Education tour, as we are
reminded that also at the heart of a Monte education is our
continued commitment to animate the action and advocacy
of Mercy beyond their local sphere of stimulus. As we reach
the midpoint of our academic year, may our girls continue to
be inspired in their proficient embracement of the abundant
global and local activities that enfold them.
Our attention turns to our Year 12 leaders, who this week, have
handed the baton of leadership to our Year 11 cohort. It has
been an enormous privilege to have witnessed our Year 12
leaders, steadfast in their respect, inspiring in their compassion
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and commitment, and dedicated in their unfalteringly
leadership of the College through their championing principle
‘Have the Courage to Care.’ Our Year 12 cohort join generations
of Monte women who, through their integrity and purposeful
action, have made an integral contribution to the betterment
of our College and their world.
We were delighted to formally announce the 2019-2020
student leadership team at the College’s Leadership Liturgy
yesterday. We stand beside our elected leaders, as they guide
their peers with courageous faith as the true model of women
in society, as so eloquently articulated by our new College
Captain in her inaugural address. You can read Monet's
speech on the following page.
We warmly invite you to join us on Friday 9 August as our
Monte community unites in steadfast support of the Bursary
Blue Ribbon Appeal at the 2019 Rugby Lunch. Tickets are
available now for this much anticipated annual event.
CLICK HERE to book.
God Bless,
Mrs Nicole Christensen
Principal
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Acceptance Speech
Monet Trevisan
College Captain 2019/2020
Good afternoon College Principal Ms Christensen, Sisters of
Mercy present with us today, invited guests, parents, staff and
of course my fellow students.
It is truly surreal, to be here, speaking to you today. I am
so honoured to have been given this opportunity and am
extremely grateful for all of the love and support that I have
received.
I would firstly like to acknowledge the Year 12 cohort. The legacy
that you have all left (created), to Have the Courage to Care, is
one that I hope to live up to. You have touched the hearts, I
am sure, of everyone in this room and paved the path for us
to now follow. I want to thank and congratulate the outgoing
leaders and of course Adelaide - your leadership and guidance
has been invaluable and inspiring to us all.
To Year 11, I want to thank each of you for trusting me with this
role and am so proud to say that I am a part of our cohort. You
have each made my journey at Monte unforgettable and whilst
we have grown together in the past five years, I know that it is
the year to come that will be the most extraordinary.
I initially wanted aspired for this role because I believed that it
was a platform to make a difference, to make change and to
have a voice. I now realise that this role entails so much more.
Leadership is not about making a difference but about being
THE difference; it is not just about having a voice but about
really hearing others.
Upon reflecting on what it means for us all to share in the call
to lead as young women of mercy, I realised that there are
two defining parts to this objective, being merciful and being
women.
Google defines mercy as, “compassion or forgiveness shown
towards someone whom it is within one's power to punish or
harm,” so essentially being in the position of power to forgive
someone when they’ve done wrong to you. Personally, I
completely disagree with this definition, because to me, mercy
is not an abuse of power. I believe that Catherine McCauley, as
an embodiment of Mercy, has put forward the best possible
way to describe it, “The simplest and most practical lesson I
know is to resolve to be good today, but better tomorrow.”
Mercy is not a construct only possible for certain people to
exhibit, it is within all of us. To me, mercy can be compared to
our personalities, because like them, it is individual and unique
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to each person, we all display mercy in different ways. It begins
with the individual and there is no definitive way to effectuate it. It
can be by helping the environment, writing legislation to change
exclusive laws and assisting in third world countries to improve
people’s quality of life, or as simple as showing empathy, being
inclusive or asking someone how they are and truly meaning
it. These examples are all distinctly different, yet similar in the
sense that regardless of their magnitude, they touch someone’s
heart. This is what mercy is all about, compassion, hospitality,
celebration of traditions and love. This paradox demonstrates
that mercy is individualistic but simultaneously collaborative.
Mercy does not discriminate.
Additionally, our call to being young leaders of mercy is
strengthened by the fact that we are women.
When writing this speech, I looked up the origins of the word
‘woman’ and was baffled to find that it is the conjunction of wife
and man. I cannot articulate my dissatisfaction that ignorance
has propelled this ludicrous image that the identity of a woman
is being a wife solely. My discomfort continued upon looking up
the definition of ‘woman’ and reading, “a man's wife, girlfriend,
or love interest.” At this point I was ready to lose it but reading
the definition of ‘man’ really was the icing on top of the cake, it
said, “one possessing in high degree the qualities considered
distinctive of manhood such as courage, strength, and vigour.”
I find this comparison troubling for the following reasons.
1.

Each woman has their own identity, of whatever they
choose it to be.
2. Women too possess courage, strength and vigour.
3. Woman is not synonymous with demure.
So, to whoever sprouted that ignorance, I would like to create
my own definition in rebuttal.
We, women, are mothers, daughters, wives, sisters, but we
have our own identities, we are each special and unique. We
have contributed to each field of study, made life-changing
discoveries. We have and will continue to shape our history,
we have the right to freedom of speech, to vote, to impact our
political systems and to be the change that we want to see.
We have suffered but we have survived. We are strong, we are
resilient, and we are powerful. I not only want this to be my
legacy as Captain, but our legacy as a College because we as
Monte women, are the future.
Thankyou.
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The College Congratulates the
Student Leaders for 2019/2020

College Captain

MONET
TREVISAN

Senior Leaders

MIA
BYRNE

ELIZABETH
FUCCILLI

House Captains
Aquinas		
McQuoin
McAuley		
Xavier		
Rankin		
McGuirk		

MONIQUE
MANNING

MOLLY
GALLAGHER

Alice Clark and Hannah McGlinchey
Lily Duczmal and Mia Rigney
Holly Butler and Amy Leotta
Tessa McDonald and Saskia Pugh
Lily Cooper and Isobel Halloran
Sophie Cole and Chloe Mahony

SAMANTHA
WILLIAMS

PARIS WONG

Co-curricular Captains
Community & Service Captain
Drama & Theatre Captain		
Debating Captain			
Duke of Edinburgh Captain
Literary Captain			
Liturgy Captain			
Mercy Action Group Captain
Music Captain			
Sports Captain			
Technology Captain		
Visual Arts Captain		

Genevieve Bariol
Sophia Littlejohn
Ella Gruber
Camilla Wacher
Gabrielle Miller
Isabella Rizk
Sophia Morahan
Lauren Shaw
Emma Brown
Juliette Dwyer
Nell Cummins

BURSARY APPLICATIONS ARE NOW OPEN

EMPOWERED BY CHOICE
At Monte we believe that an innovative education, built on the foundation of choice,
will equip young women for a life of significance, purpose and success.

SIGNIFICANCE | PURPOSE | SUCCESS

Find your place to stand
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CLOSING FRIDAY 20 SEPTEMBER
Enquiries: registrar@monte.nsw.edu.au

•V

2020 BURSARY APPLICATIONS ARE NOW OPEN

A COLL
E
OR

TOUR
GE

The College offers the International Baccalaureate (IB)
Middle Years Programme in Years 7-10, and the option of
the Higher School Certificate or IB Diploma Programme
as pathways to academic excellence in Years 11 and 12.

JOIN US F

HSC OR IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

OUR WEBS

www.monte.nsw.edu.au | 02 9409 6200
128 Miller Street, North Sydney
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APOLLO 11 ASTRONAUTS NEIL ARMSTRONG, MICHAEL COLLINS AND BUZZ ALDRIN

FROM THE DEPUTY PRINCIPAL
CURRICULUM

Ms Allyson Mascarenhas
Deputy Principal Curriculum

Our mid-year break is much appreciated by both students
and teaching staff. For Year 10 students there was some time
to get the Personal Projects completed, ready for inclusion in
the Exhibition we look forward to in Term 3 Week 2. The girls
in Year 12 no doubt had their heads down in preparation for
their Trial and Mock Examinations, which start on Monday
5 August. These examinations are important as they provide
an opportunity for students to practice their approach to
individual papers, and how best to manage the demands of the
full schedule of examinations.
Most other students had time to just breathe and step out of
the routine. Some were on immersion in Timor-Leste, others
in the USA on the NASA Science Education Tour, whilst a small
group attended Junior Space School with the Alliance of Girls’
Schools Australasia. Several families enjoyed the Northern
Hemisphere summer and brought back a little of that warmth
this week.
Whether away, or at home, I think many people got caught up
in commemorating fifty years since the Apollo 11 moon landing;
when humans stepped out of this world. The story continues to
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inspire. Perhaps it is because we cannot envision a modern-day
equivalent to President John F Kennedy announcing in 1961 that
the USA would put a man on the moon by the end of the decade,
and it happening in eight years? Maybe we are astounded
because iPhones have 100,000 times more processing power
than the Apollo 11 computer, yet the astronauts still made it
there and back.
There is so much to celebrate in this human accomplishment.
It showed us what is possible when we set an ambitious goal,
reliant on collective ingenuity and demanding the development
of new technologies. It required very high standards and an
extreme level of precision if the module was to navigate to
the moon and achieve its aim of the safe return of its human
occupants. Certainly, there was a sense of national pride driving
the work towards this achievement for the United States, but
the accomplishment for all of humanity was profound. Yet it still
reminds us of how very small we are in the universe, given that
we have only visited such a near neighbour.
You may have heard of Rei Inamato, who as Chief Creative
Officer for AKQA, said that “to run an efficient team, you only
need three people - a Hipster, a Hacker, and a Hustler.” He
means that you need: the creative spark; the problem solver
and the person who can package and sell the ideas. In the
quest to reach the moon, we might speculate what the team
mix was like amongst the estimated 400,000 people who were
somehow involved. I hope that refreshed by the break and a
little inspired, it is the right time to set an ambitious personal
goal. We may not have the responsibility of a manned mission
on our agenda, but we can achieve more than we think - with
focus, a good plan, and perseverance. In the collaborative work
you will engage in this term, I wonder if you will play the role of
Hipster, Hacker or Hustler?
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SR LECIA’S THOUGHTS

Sister Lecia Coombe RSM

"Ask and it will be given to you.
Search and you will find.
Knock and the door will be opened
to you."

PERSEVERANCE IN PRAYER WILL OPEN CLOSED DOORS

Dear Readers,
In the First Reading, Genesis 18:20-32, Abraham stands alone
before God, seeking mercy for his own people, some of whom
had settled in the town of Sodom, asking: “Are you really going

The Second Reading, from Colossians 2:12-14 speaks about
our Baptism, and reminds us that God has forgiven all our sins.
He cancelled every record of the debt we had to pay, when it

to destroy the just man with the sinner? Perhaps there are fifty
just men in the town. Will you not spare the place for the sake of
them? Will the judge of the whole earth not administer justice?”
God replies: “If at Sodom I find fifty just men in the town, I
will spare the whole place because of them.” Abraham says:
“Perhaps there will only be forty five”. God responds: “I will not
destroy it for the sake of forty five.” Then Abraham asks about
forty, thirty, twenty, receiving the same assurance. With deep
compassion for his people, and the salvation of the people
of Sodom, Abraham admits there might only be ten, but still
receives the same reply.

was all nailed to the cross of Jesus. There is absolutely no limit to
God’s power to forgive.

We might ask Abraham why he stopped at ten. He probably did
not know God’s nature is to forgive and keep giving, because
he put a limit on God’s power. In the end, four just persons
were found: Lot (Abraham’s fellow traveller), Lot’s wife and their
two daughters. They were led to safety by an Angel, but Lot’s
wife looked back and became a pillar of salt! It was the sinful
rebelliousness of the people of Sodom that brought about its
final destruction. Let us learn to neither put God to the test as
the Sodomites did, nor to put limits on God’s power to give and
forgive as Abraham did.
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Please read the Gospel Luke 11:1-13, where Jesus teaches
us how to pray, and gives us examples that encourage us to
persevere in prayer, as we live out our mission in life. We must
keep asking, because our Heavenly Father is always wanting to
give. “Ask and it will be given to you. Search and you will find.
Knock and the door will be opened to you.” Jesus tells us that
“just as parents know how to give their children good things
when they ask, so does Our Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit
to those who ask.”
Let us keep all these reminders in our hearts as we enter this
new College term, with all its challenges, knowing that though
our best efforts may fail, nothing is impossible for God, who
loves us so dearly. Let us never put limits on God’s power to
give and forgive.
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INTERNATIONAL FOOD FAIR
CELEBRATING LANGUAGE WEEK

FROM THE HEAD OF LANGUAGES
AND INTERNATIONALISM

Language is worth preserving, rescuing, maintaining, learning,
sharing and celebrating! It is with all of this in mind that we
host a yearly Languages Week at the College. This celebration
highlights the relevance and importance of language learning;
a privilege our students share from Years 7-12.
Ayo! ¡Vamos! Allez! Los gehts! Andiamo! Let’s go!

Ms Inma Suarez
Head of Languages and Internationalism

Languages Week
Have you ever pondered how your culture and your language
shapes your life and your experience of the world? Cultural
values and practices are the fabric of the community in which
one lives, and its language is the vehicle, the tool, by which
its codes are understood, expressed and shared. Language
learning allows one to access new experiences; understand
and engage in diverse cultural practices; and realise that there
are many different ways of thinking and seeing the world which are equally valid to our own, and founded on history
and tradition.
2019 is the United Nations’ International Year of Indigenous
Languages and it aims to raise awareness of the crucial role
languages play in people’s daily lives.
An alarming statistic is that out of the original 250 Australian
Aboriginal languages, only 120 are still spoken and 90 percent
are endangered. Have you considered the impact that the
loss of these languages has had, and will continue to have
on these cultural groups - the passing on of their stories, the
customs, the traditions, the values, the beliefs and their sense
of belonging?
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A NEW LANGUAGE = A NEW LIFE
The theme of our recent Languages Week celebrations, which
were held in Term 2 Week 8 was A New Language = A New Life.
Throughout the week students participated in fun cultural and
linguistic activities such as:
• Meditation in French
• Yoga in Spanish
• Indonesian Krupuk Championships
• German Tea Ceremonies
• Italian Pasta-Making Demonstrations
This year, we held a photographic competition in which
students presented personal photos of themselves
participating in culturally significant activities or locations,
which were based on the theme. The creativity was
outstanding, some submissions were aided by the wonders
of technology where students had positioned themselves in
the most unusual places!
The College Library screened movies in foreign languages,
and posters were displayed around the College, spotlighting
famous international sportspeople and literary figures.
The week concluded with a Food Fair. Students shared and
sampled delicacies of each of the Language Groups. All profits
were donated to Project Timor.
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LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONALISM

INDONESIAN HSC SPEAKING DAY
On the first day of the Term break, Saturday 29 June, Monte
hosted the annual Indonesian HSC Speaking Day. We have
had the pleasure of hosting this event for the past four years.
More than 50 HSC Indonesian students attended from schools
as far south as Nowra and as far north as Macksville.

PHOTO COMPETITION WINNERS

The day began with a plenary session where students were
given study tips and handy hints by the HSC teachers, many
of whom are also HSC markers. A number of Indonesian
university students also came and provided the opportunity
for a more casual chat in Indonesian while we waited for the
chance to do a mock exam with one of the teachers.
Not only is this day a chance to practice Indonesian skills but
also a great opportunity to connect with other HSC students
learning the language of our close Asian neighbour.
A lot of conversation continued over morning tea, which was
provided by the teachers, many new friends were made,
and there was a strong feeling of the Indonesian concept of
‘gotong-royong’ or ‘working together’ throughout the day, for
the benefit of all.

1ST PLACE WINNER
ELLA GRUBER, YEAR 11

YEAR 8 STUDENTS ENJOYED A FRENCH BREAKFAST

2ND PLACE WINNER
JASMINE MCCARTHY AND EMMA CORMIO, YEAR 9

GERMAN TEA DRINKING CEREMONY

3RD PLACE WINNER
MIA FINE, YEAR 12
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ONLY 2 WEEKS LEFT TO NOMINATE
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UPCOMING EVENTS Term 3

FROM THE PARENTS & FRIENDS
ASSOCIATION

#SUPPORTCREWMEALS
CALL OUT FOR MEALS
Throughout each year there are members of our Monte
community who experience hardship such as illness or loss.
The College’s Pastoral team works closely and confidentially
with these families to help ease their burden. Through
#SupportCrewMeals we can provide nutritious frozen meals
which can then be provided as required to families in need.
We are in urgent need of both family-sized and individual
serves of hearty pasta sauces, lasagnes, and both meat and
vegetarian meals to accompany rice and pasta.

Date

Event

Host

Sat 27 July

Year 7 Cocktail Party

P&F

Tues 30 July

P&F Executive Meeting

P&F

Wed31 July

Year 8 Learning Conference

College

Thurs 1
August

MYP Personal Project Exhibition

College

Thurs 1 Aug

Year 11 & 12 HSC Visual Arts
Exhibition

College

Sat 3 Aug

Year 8 Parents Function

P&F

Mon 5 Aug

Year 11 HSC Drama Performance

College

Thursday 8
Aug

Year 10 Study Skills Evening

College

Fri 9 Aug

Rugby Lunch

College

Weekend
10-11 Aug

Year 7 Mums Weekend Away

P&F

Tues 13 Aug

Year 9 2020 Subject Selection
Evening

College

Sat 17 Aug

Year 9 Parents Function

P&F

Wed 21 Aug

Year 11 Music Performance &
Soiree

College

Sat 24 Aug

Year 10 Parents Function

P&F

Tues 27 Aug

College Information Morning &
Tour

College

Wed 28 Aug

Design Showcase

College

Fri 30 Aug

Fathers Day Liturgy

College

Please deliver your prepared meals to the dedicated freezer
located on the back verandah of the Development Office (11
McLaren Street). The College Pastoral Team can then access
the meals as needed to distribute to the families confidentially.

Tues 3 Sept

Year 12 HSC 2020 Parent &
Student Information Evening

College

Thurs 5 Sept

College

CLICK HERE for more information and to sign up to help a
Monte family.

Year 12 Hospitality Dinner for
Parents and Carers

Tues 10 Sept

P&F AGM & Class Parent
Appreciation Drinks

P&F

Tues 17 Sept

Year 12 IB Visual Arts Exhibition
Opening

College

Fri 20 Sept

Mercy Day Liturgy and
Celebrations

College

Sat 21 Sept

P&F Trivia Night

P&F

Tues 24 Sept

Year 12 Graduation Ceremony &
Mass

College

Frid 27 Sept

Last Day of Term 3

College

If you would like to help but are not able to provide meals,
monetary donations are gratefully accepted to enable the
purchase of pantry items and other necessities.
For more information please contact
Silvia Galli sgalli@monte.nsw.edu.au
Thank you for your support.
Maryann Gobee,
Vice President, Social Convener
Parents & Friends Association
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MONTE REPRESENTATIVE NETBALL TEAMS
WHO WERE THE OVERALL CHAMPIONS AT THE CGSSSA NETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS

SPORTS REPORT

Mr Michael Vandervelde
Sport Program Manager

Congratulations
• To the 13 Monte Snowsports participants who competed
in the Sydney Division of Interschools Snowsports at
Thredbo between 16-20 July. The team performed very
well. Those who progressed to State Championships 2025 August 2019 in Perisher are Holly Anderson (Year 12),
Alice Pagliaro (Year 12), Ashleigh Bannerman (Year 8),
Annie Pagliaro (Year 8), Lucy Clark (Year 7). There will be a
full report in the next issue of Monte Matters.
• To the Monte Aerobics teams who competed in their
first Aerobics competition of 2019 on Sunday 30 June at
Abbotsleigh. The coaches and I were very impressed with
the standard and commitment of our teams. Two teams
scored above 14 (a new pair and a Year 8 team) and four
teams score high 13’s. The squad is now looking forward
to training hard in preparation for the State competition
on 9 August.
• To Kate Ryan (Year 12) and Sailor Perritt (Year 11) who were
selected for the Open NSW CCC Touch team to compete
in the National Youth Championships in September.
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• To Imogen Sayer (Year 9) who was selected for the NSW
CCC 15&U Touch team and will attend the NSW All Schools
15&U Touch Selection Trials in August.
• To the Monte Rugby players who played at the Monte
invitational 7s competition on Saturday 29 June at Norths
Sydney #2 Oval.
• To the Monte Representative Netball teams and Umpires
who competed in the CGSSSA Netball Championships on
Wednesday 24 July. All teams progressed to the semi-final.
The Senior (Open) team won the Grand Final by 1 point,
the Intermediate team unfortunately didn’t win their
semi-final, nor did the Junior team win their Grand Final.
Monte were the overall Champions at the CGSSSA Netball
Championships based on all division results.

Good Luck
• To the Monte Representative Cross Country runners
who will compete in the NSW All Schools Cross Country
Championships on Friday 26 July.
• To the Monte Athletes who commence the IGSSA Twilight
Athletics series on Friday nights from 26 July for 3 weeks.
• To the Monte Representative AFL Junior (15&U) and Senior
(Open) teams competing in the CGSSSA AFL Gala Day.
• To Madeleine McLeay (Year 12) who will be competing in
the World 29er Sailing Championships in Poland until 6
August.
• To Imogen Sayer (Year 9) who will be trialling for the NSW
All Schools 15&U Touch team next week.

Thank You
• To the Footballers who played and filled in during the
holidays.
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SPORTS REPORT

MONTE SNOWBOARD DX TEAM

Term 3 Representative and College Events
Event

Date

Time

Venue

NSW All Schools Cross Country Championships

26 Jul

8:00am-3:00pm

Eastern Creek

CGSSSA AFL Championships

30 Jul

8:00am-3:00pm

Macquarie Uni Playing Fields

CCC Football Schools Knockout

29 or 31 Jul (TBC)

8:00am-3:00pm

Coffs Harbour or Armidale (TBC)

CGSSSA Athletics Carnival

16 Aug

8:00am-3:00pm

SIAC, Homebush

CCC Netball Championships

20 Aug

8:00am-5:00pm

Penrith

CCC School Hockey Championships

21-22 Aug

8:00am-5:00pm

Newcastle

Co-curricular Sports Photos

20-21 Aug

8:00am-3:00pm

Monte

Monte Dance and Aerobics Recital

22 Aug

6:00pm-8:00pm

ACC, Monte

IGSSA Athletics Championships

28 Aug

3:00pm– 8:00pm

SOPAC, Homebush

IGSSA Athletics Championships

29 Aug

8:00am– 4:00pm

SOPAC, Homebush

NSW All Schools Basketball Champion School

9 Sep

8:00am-3:00pm

Hills Basketball, Castle Hill

Touch - National Youth Championships

17-21 Sep

CGSSSA Dance

27 Aug

8:00am-3:00pm

The McQuoin Centre, Monte

CCC Athletics Championship

20 Sep

8:00am-3:00pm

SIAC, Homebush
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Sunshine Coast
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SPORTS REPORT

#ITSOK2PLAY

Back to school and back out on
the playing field with a positive
attitude.

Winter Sports
Term 3
The contacts for Term 3 sports are:
• IGSSA & Invitational Basketball Term 3 – Mr Matt Rowan
• Rugby 7s Term 3 - Mr Matt Rowan
• IGSSA Twilight Athletics – Mr Matt Rowan
• NSFA Football Ter 3 –Mr Michael Vandervelde
• SEHA & IGSSA Hockey Term 3 - Mrs Liz Morgan
• Norths Netball Term 3 – Ms Katie Barton & Mrs Tania
Dorahy
• Cross Country – Mrs Tania Dorahy
• Monte Active – Ms Katie Barton

Summer Sports
Term 4, 2019 and Term 1, 2020
Nominations will soon open for the Term 4 and Term 1
Summer Sports Program. Trials will be held during Term 3.
The Sports on offer will be:
• Tennis (HKDTA & IGSSA)
• Touch (Easts)
• Softball (MWSA)
• Water Polo (IGSSA & ESSG)
• Volleyball (Santa) (Term 4 only)
• Basketball (Santa) Term 4 only)
• Sailing (Term 1 only) – to be confirmed

Athletics – IGSSA Twilight Series
The IGSSA Twilight Athletics Series commences on Friday 26
July at SOPAC.
The series runs for 3 Friday Nights (25 July, 2 August, 9 August).
This is a lead up to the CGSSSA and IGSSA Athletics Carnivals
and forms part of the selection process. For more details, see
MonteConnect/Athletics or contact Mr Rowan.

Monte Active
Monte Active classes recommence from Monday
22 July. Students can join anytime.
• Yoga – Tuesday pm and Friday am (OR401)
• Zumba – Wednesday pm (Mercy Hall)
• Fitness – every Morning and Thursday afternoon
(Monte Gym)
Students can try their first session for FREE.
All details are on MonteConnect/Monte Active

Swimming at Monte
Monte offers swimming squads for fitness and/or for
competition all year round. The Swim page on MonteConnect
contains all the information.
Contact Jon Bell jbell@monte.nsw.edu.au with any queries.

Sporting Acknowledgements
If your daughter is involved in any significant sporting
events or achievements please let us know so she can be
acknowledged.

Sports Department Staff
Please contact the Sports Department on 9409 6420 or
email mvandervelde@monte.nsw.edu.au
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FRIDAY, 9 AUGUST 2019

2 WEEKS TO GO!

LAST MINUTE TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE

CLICK HERE TO BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW
ANNOUCING
OUR ENTERTAINMENT LINE UP
MC

SEAN MALONEY
Fox Sports Commentator

PANEL

CHRIS WHITAKER
RWC winning Wallaby and newly appointed
Assistant Coach, NSW Waratahs
ANGUS BELL
NSW Waratahs, Junior Wallaby, represented
Australia at the 2019 World Rugby U20
Championships
SHANNON FRASER
Head Coach, NSW Waratahs Academy and
Assistant Coach of our future talent, Junior
Wallabies (Australian U20s)
JOHN MANENTI
Head Coach, Australian Women’s 7s and former
Shute Shield Premiership winning Coach

10 VOLUNTEERS STILL NEEDED
The day involves the following:
• Arrival at 9.00am (briefing on all fundraising activities)
• Volunteers will work in teams of two and be given 3 to 4
tables to look after
Duties include:
• Assist with putting marketing collateral onto tables
• Sell raffle tickets
• Sell rugby caps
• Collect money for the Rugby Quiz
• Promote online auction
• Each volunteer will be given an eftpos machine
(and a lesson on how to use it)
• The College supplies a blue polo top that we ask you to wear
for easy identification – to be worn with black pants/skirt and
comfy shoes
• We will provide lunch and refreshments
• Lunch concludes at 4.00pm
If you are able to assist on the day, please email Meagan Evans,
Director Development mevans@monte.nsw.edu.au

CALLING FOR DONATIONS
Are you able to donate a premium bottle of wine to be included
in a Cellar Door auction item?
If so, please drop your bottle to the Development office.
For all other donations, email development@monte.nsw.edu.au

Do you live in the
North Sydney Electorate?
Do you have family or friends who do?
WE INVITE YOU TO

NOMINATE OUR PROJECT PROPOSAL
TO RECEIVE $50,000 GRANT
THE PROJECT GOAL
TO DEVELOP COLLABORATIVE
INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS
ARTISAN WORKSHOPS

Connect-Create-Celebrate

Celebrating connections with local and interstate Aboriginal
artisans, story tellers and performers, through participation
in interactive cultural workshops and presentations.
WHAT IS THE PROJECT ABOUT?
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people working together
in a spirit of sharing and collaboration will lead to mutual
understanding and respect - the basis for living productively
and peacefully in community.
 
Sharing stories and workshops will further participant’s
knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the
uniqueness of Aboriginal tradition and innovation. Work
created collaboratively will be shared with the wider
community, through exhibition, and possibly auctioned, as
support for a community initiative.
The community will be able to communicate to others
the richness and diversity of Aboriginal forms of creative
expression. Participants will have the opportunity to engage
meaningfully with each other, in the spirit of reciprocity
and co-operation. Aboriginal workshop leaders will guide
participants in learning specific skills to create works that
enhance a mutual sense of well-being. The community
will have opportunities to share and celebrate their
understanding and achievement.
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A committee will liaise with Aboriginal artisans who will be
invited to conduct a series of creative workshops using
the College facilities. The workshops will be advertised
through the Local Council and across College networks. The
workshops will take place between February and June 2020,
and be incorporated into existing College events, which
attract significant crowds e.g. College Open Day, Indigenous
ceremonies, Interschool gatherings, NAIDOC Week, local
markets.
WHY SHOULD YOU VOTE FOR THIS PROJECT?
•
The project enables the mutual sharing of knowledge,
culture, heritage and history in a respectful and engaging
way.
•

The project will expose people to the richness of
Aboriginal creative arts, culture and heritage.

•

Unique opportunity to participate in Aboriginal arts and
cultural activities under the guidance of Aboriginal elders
and artists.

HOW TO VOTE
View our project proposal HERE
Vote for our project HERE

FURTHER INFORMATION
Please contact Sr Carmel McDonough
CMcDonough@monte.nsw.edu.au
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NOTICES

A MESSAGE FROM THE

YEAR 8

ABSENTEE OFFICE

LEARNING CONFERENCE

All students who are sick during lessons must
report to the College Health Centre. Students are
not to call their parents or carers directly, and arrange
to leave. Students are not to sign themselves out at the
Absentee Office without first reporting to the Health
Centre.
If students are late to school or need to leave
early, parents or carers must email or call to notify
the College. Students are then to sign in/out at the
Absentee Office.

TIME:
4:00pm-8:00pm
(break 6:00pm-6:30pm)
DATE: Wednesday 31 July
VENUE: McQuoin Centre

Phone: 9409 6210
Email: absentees@monte.nsw.edu.au
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MONTE INVITES YOU

IB Middle Years Programme

Personal Project
Exhibition

Date

Thursday 1 August

Time

4:00pm-6:30pm (light refreshments will be served)
5:00pm Official Opening by Mrs Nicole Christensen, Principal

Venue

McQuoin Centre, Monte Sant' Angelo Mercy College, North Sydney

Details

You are invited to a celebration of the work our Year 10 students have
developed for their Personal Project.

Enquiries David Bradbury
2018 MYP PERSONAL PROJECT EXHIBITION

Followed by the HSC Visual Arts Exhibition of Year 12 Bodies of Work in the ACC 6:00-8:00pm

ALL WELCOME AND INVITED
Year 12 HSC Bodies of Work Exhibition
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NOTICES

YOUTH EVENT

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE TRAILER
CLICK HERE TO BOOK NOW
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NOTICES

Liverity spring
fashion gala
SATURDAY

24 AUGUST

6.30PM LIGHT REFRESHMENTS | 7.30PM SHOW COMMENCES

Hosted by Erin Molan
MCQUOIN HALL, MONTE SANT’ ANGELO MERCY COLLEGE
128 MILLER STREET, NORTH SYDNEY
TICKETS $65PP | WWW.TRYBOOKING.COM/507183
ALL MODELS ARE CANCER PATIENTS OR SURVIVORS
CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES PROVIDED BY LANE COVE BUSINESSES
ALL MONEY RAISED GOES TO

A REGISTERED CHARITY PROVIDING FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL
SUPPORT TO RURAL CANCER PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES

www.vecteezy.com
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